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40 Questions about the End Times
2012-01-12

benjamin l merkle is professor of new testament at malaysia
baptist theological seminary and is the author of numerous
articles which have appeared in journals such as jets and
trinity journal he earned his ph d from southern baptist
theological seminary where he wrote his dissertation on
deacons and elders

End Times Answers
2023-09-12

how can you know what will happen if it hasn t happened yet
people have burning questions about the end times they want
to know what when and how and they want to know it now jimmy
evans discusses the most frequently asked questions from his
weekly tipping point podcast including how significant are
current events how can people know they are truly saved will
i know my family in eternity what are the tribulation and the
millennium what needs to happen before jesus returns anyone
can understand end times prophecy

101 Answers to the Most Asked Questions
about the End Times
2013-03-06

for many believers the subject of the end times stirs
confusion apprehension and dread no longer this user friendly
manual answers 101 of the most frequently asked questions
about everything from the pre tribulation rapture the
antichrist and tribulation to the second coming and the
millennium prophecy expert mark hitchcock offers a biblically
authoritative resource for understanding god s plan and a
reason for peace instead of anxiety about each believer s
role in it this ebook contains links to online charts for
viewing and printing
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Answers to Common Questions about the End
Times
2016-08-16

introducing a new series of quick reference guides that
answer the most asked questions about the christian faith

Answers to the Most Important Questions
About the End Times
2021-07-13

everything you need to know about the end times in one guide
for everyone who is curious confused or even fearful about
jesus second coming the antichrist the end of the world the
book of revelation and biblical prophecy dr john hart clearly
and respectfully offers real biblical answers he reveals
exactly what god s word says as well as what it doesn t say
explaining how it impacts your family and friends this
slender volume answers everyone s most asked questions and
even includes a list of bible references for further study

The Prophecy Pros' Illustrated Guide to
Tough Questions About the End Times
2024-06

clear answers to complex questions in a field often clouded
by confusion and sensationalism keeping track of what the
bible says about the end times can be challenging even for
seasoned believers that s why the bestselling authors behind
the prophecy pros podcast are here to bring you a
comprehensive and user friendly guide to the most need to
know facts about what is to come packed with charts timelines
and infographics theprophecy pros illustrated guide to tough
questions about the end times delivers speculation free
biblically sourced answers to your questions on one of the
bible s most significant topics you ll learn about imminent
events like the rapture jesus second coming and life in
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heaven while understanding exactly what bible prophecy is
where it s found in scripture and why christians should study
it as you grow in your understanding of god s plans for
history still to come your trust in him will be transformed
whether you re new to your faith or a longtime student of
bible prophecy this approachable handbook will provide
helpful straightforward answers to your queries and concerns
about the end times inspiring you to face the future with
confidence

20 Answers: the End Times
2021-10-12

get a clear picture of the last days in these unpredictable
times nothing is more encouraging than realizing the god who
loves you has a fabulous future awaiting all who love him the
more you study bible prophecy the more hope and assurance you
ll gain in the midst of today s chaos from author and tv host
john ankerberg the john ankerberg show and the late
theologian renald e showers the friends of israel gospel
ministry comes this helpful guide to better understanding god
s soon to be fulfilled plans for his people in this book you
will find concise biblical answers to your challenging
questions about the signs timelines and mysteries of bible
prophecy clarity on the key scripture passages that
illuminate end time events connections between the ancient
assurances of the bible and the pressing issues of today the
most asked prophecy questions will enrich your knowledge of
one of the bible s most important subjects and empower you to
live in light of jesus soon return heaven and eternity

The Most Asked Prophecy Questions
2020-02-27

are we living in the end times what are the signs of the
second coming are we on the verge of armageddon find the
answers to all these questions and more in this three book
box set the end times bible prophecy box set has over 250
five star reviews across all books and platforms written in
easy to read conversational language this collection examines
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the key people nations and events of the end times all for
more than 40 off the cover price of buying the individual
books the end times bible prophecy box set includes the
following three full length books signs of the second coming
racing toward armageddon the end times in signs of the second
coming you ll learn about the signs moses jesus and the old
testament prophets said to look for signs such as the jewish
people back in the land of israel the jewish people back in
control of jerusalem the worldwide spread of the gospel and
more you ll learn almost all the signs the prophets said to
look for are present right now could ours be the generation
of his return study the signs for yourself and decide if our
generation is destined to witness one of the greatest events
in all of human history the second coming of jesus christ in
racing toward armageddon you ll learn why global government
is inevitable why the world will worship the antichrist why a
new movement promises to transform the human race and why an
overlooked prophecy is the key to understanding the end times
for years world leaders have warned we re on the verge of
armageddon find out what the bible says learn why our
generation is unique in all of human history most of all find
out why modern technology will soon lead to the most epic
battle of all time the battle of armageddon in the end times
you ll get answers to pressing questions such as what is the
tribulation who is the antichrist what is the rapture what is
the mark of the beast how will the world end and much more
you ll get a full grasp of the people places nations and
events pivotal to the end times you ll learn who the key
figures and personalities are what major events are set to
take place and god s purpose in planning it all learn what
the bible says and you ll gain new insight into current
events most of all you ll gain an inner peace that comes from
knowing god s plan and purpose for your life combined these
three books have over 250 five star ratings buy all three
books for less than the cost of buying two of the books at
regular price

The End Times Bible Prophecy Box Set
2020-12-05

the world is spiraling out of control at an alarming pace
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wildfires earthquakes hurricanes and floods devastate entire
communities global pandemics kill hundreds of thousands of
people social injustice civil unrest and lawlessness threaten
our societies political instability and the threat of war
increase hostilities between nations the birth pangs of
distress are getting more intense each day the question is
what do all these things mean and where is this world headed
unfortunately at a time when people need answers the most
many do not know what the bible says about the end times you
must know the times is an eye opening book specifically
designed to educate readers on a wide range of subjects
concerning the last days this book will equip you to discern
the times in which we now live you will learn what the bible
says about the signs of the times the conflict in the middle
east the tribulation period the nation of israel the mark of
the beast the antichrist the battle of armageddon the rapture
of the church the return of the lord and many more essential
topics discover the powerful message the book of revelation
has for christians and the perils that await a rebellious
world the lord warns look i am coming like a thief the one
who is alert and remains clothed is blessed therefore it is
vitally important that you must know the times

You Must Know the Times
2015-06-19

wars and rumors of wars blood moons natural disasters the
onslaught of terrorism spreading heresies the news is filled
with reports of such things but which of them are truly signs
of the times according to biblical prophecy god says i make
known the end from the beginning from ancient times what is
still to come isaiah 46 10 the one who knows the future has
revealed much about it in his word the bible this book
contains one hundred questions concerning the end times
answered from a biblical perspective how can i understand the
book of revelation what is israel s role what is the rapture
should i be worried about 666 are we living in the end times
we don t have all the details of what will happen but this
book will point you consistently to the bible for answers the
student of scripture should have an advantage when it comes
to prophecy you brothers and sisters are not in darkness so
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that this day should surprise you like a thief 1
thessalonians 5 4 eschatology is a fascinating and beneficial
study following current events is sometimes like watching
pieces of a puzzle fall into place we know god s purposes
will stand and what he has decreed will come to pass

Questions about the End Times
2014-12-23

most people are interested in what the future holds they want
to know if the world will end some day and if so when will
that happen christians and jews have studied the old
testament prophets and agree on many of the end times
predictions christians have studied the new testament
prophecies and believe that jesus christ will return one day
to rule the world in peace both testaments predict events
that will occur during the end times while biblical scholars
have differing views of eschatological events the certainty
of the bible s prophecies is without doubt god s word has
more than a thousand prophecies five hundred have come true
and the other five hundred are yet in the future in the end
times are we seeing any of the signs yet dr michael j oldham
thd presents most of the bible s end time prophecies and
shows how today s events are lining up with the signs of the
end times there are many books written about the events
leading up to jesus christ s second coming students and
scholars alike research the literature to find answers to
questions about the end times what is prophecy who were the
prophets how can we believe their prophecies what are the
signs of the end times what do the terms pre trib mid trib
and post trib mean when will the war of gog and magog occur
are world events aligning themselves with the predictions
this fascinating book answers these and many other questions

The End Times
2017-03-01

studying prophecy can change your life strengthen your faith
and find real hope for the future in this extensive resource
that provides concise answers to your most burning questions
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about bible prophecy and the end times topics include
everything from how to interpret prophecy to clarifying the
perplexing specifics of the rapture the antichrist and the
afterlife respected bible scholar ron rhodes addresses
questions many are asking such as is it important that we be
aware of the signs of the times do christians agree about the
role of america in bible prophecy is there biblical evidence
that the church will escape the tribulation period will only
believers enter into christ s millennial kingdom in what way
will the heavens and earth be made new whether you re looking
for quick instruction or you re eager to go deeper this
accessible q a style guide will help you navigate prophetic
scripture passages and better understand matters of eternal
significance

Bible Prophecy Answer Book
1999-09

charts information and facts on prophecy and end times events
answers to most commonly asked questions glossary of terms on
the end times shrink wrapped 976 pp

End Times Bible
2003-07-01

many bible readers finish reading the final chapters of the
scriptures with more questions than answers bruce and stan
can help them understand revelation s encouraging message and
apply it to their lives today this handy guide is thorough
enough to uncover revelation s treasures but succinct enough
to be fast paced and easy to read it includes insightful
explanations about the millennium the tribulation and other
important subjects helpful answers to frequently asked
questions concise summaries of each section of revelation
personal applications of revelation s message to our lives
today thought provoking questions to stimulate growth and
discussion individual readers and bible study groups will
find the answers to their last days questions in revelation
unlocking the mysteries of the end times
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Revelation: Unlocking the Mysteries of
the End Times
2011-04-25

many people both inside and outside of the church are
uncertain on the subject of end times there are many people
inside the church who view end times as unresolved
indeterminable or totally up in the air those outside the
church view end times as random chance or arbitrary the
schedule of events is established the only uncertainty is the
hour or day they will begin 1 thess 5 2 both inside and
outside of the church inconclusive views partial dispositions
and false teaching are widespread concerning end times which
promotes uncertainty some interpreters point to every flood
earthquake or political upheaval as a sign that the final
days are fast approaching while these events may signal the
approach of the final days they are not definitively
supported in the bible it is important to study bible
passages within their context taking verses out of context
leads to error and misunderstanding to fully understand
context four principles must be considered literal meaning
historical setting grammar and synthesis context is crucial
to biblical exegesis in that it is one of its most important
fundamentals when you finish reading end times five
resurrections and the rapture you will have a clear
understanding and a heightened level of confidence about the
final days an understanding you will want to share with
others

End Times ...
2020-10-06

what you need to know most about bible prophecy from the team
behind the prophecy pros podcast comes a quick reference
guide to the end times bestselling authors jeff kinley and
todd hampson bring you this concise look at the most pressing
questions about the rapture the antichrist the millennial
kingdom and beyond jeff and todd share their wealth of
scripture based knowledge about the end times steering away
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from speculation to make sure you get only the information
that truly matters featuring helpful charts graphics and
illustrations this accessible manual will help you understand
answers to important prophecy questions such as in what basic
order will the end times unfold how do we know jesus is
literally returning to earth how should christians live if
jesus might return any day now whether you re totally new to
bible prophecy or you ve been studying it for years a quick
reference guide to the end times is the user friendly
handbook you need to keep track of the most essential facts
about the future

A Quick Reference Guide to the End Times
2022-09-02

people are fascinated and sometimes terrified by the subject
of the end times and the book of revelation the topic can be
disturbing for some people it can even be scary there s a lot
of misinformation out there there are many teachers playing
on the insecurities of people with end times updates that
stir up curiosity or fear taking advantage of many as a
result to understand how to approach the study of end times
events we need to ask an important question are current
events pointing to a soon return of jesus how we answer this
question will influence how we view the rest of prophecy it s
important to understand what goes into answering this
question correctly when you turn on the news and watch events
unfold do you sense the tension when you flip through your
social media or the internet and look at all the things that
are happening does it cause you heartburn or maybe heartache
would you say we are in a unique time in world history so how
do you answer the question we ll answer that and more in
understanding the end times are current events pointing to a
soon return of jesus

Understanding the End Times
2008-04-18

ah the rapture what an intriguing subject scores of untold
saints have wondered with great concern when will it happen
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will it be in my lifetime who of my loved ones will miss it
and have to go through the tribulation and then off to an
eternal hell or will i myself miss it and stand below
watching the few lucky ones fly away into the clouds when the
trumpet sounds this book has about 10 pictures if artwork

End Times Answers the Rapture Question
2015-03-22

people are fascinated with revelation and end times
unfortunately revelation studies and bible prophecy books
still remain a puzzle for many christians most end time books
are either unnecessarily confusing or overly simplistic in
their conclusions the end is a study of revelation that
presents a clear concise and thorough biblical analysis of
the major end time events without simplistic explanations or
wordy seminarian language the end is more than a commentary
on revelation and end time prophecies it offers fresh
insights and applications on these subjects for your daily
life

The End
2012-05-03

do you wonder about the end times when it will come what it
will be like what will happen to you as r paul stevens leads
you to examine for yourself what the bible says about end
times you ll learn what you can do now to be ready for the
future whatever it holds in this thirteen session lifeguide
bible study features additional questions for starting group
discussions and for meeting god in personal reflection
together with expanded leader s notes and a now or later
section in each study for over three decades lifeguide bible
studies have provided solid biblical content and raised
thought provoking questions making for a one of a kind bible
study experience for individuals and groups this series has
more than 130 titles on old and new testament books character
studies and topical studies pdf download with a single user
license available from intervarsity press and other resellers
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End Times
2011-06-01

many people have questions today regarding why the muslims
hate us and why do they want to bomb us this book reveals the
cause and effect and reveals what the ancient prophets wrote
regarding the position of islam in the end of days many
christians have been prophesying of a one world government a
reunification of all currencies of sort is this hypothesis at
all possible the other big question raised is will radical
muslims acquire a nuclear bomb to attack the cities of europe
and the us via a make shift bomb what nations in the west
will make an alliance to fight back how will saudi arabia
participate all these and other questions answered in this
text

World War III - Unmasking the End-Times
Beast
2004-08

beginning of sorrows involves the human heart s earnest
search for heaven in the midst of hell come to earth with an
urgency drawn from today s headlines this story of betrayal
intrigue and world turmoil may well be the sum and substance
of what you see on this evening s tv news detailed and
researched providing the reader with insights into
international politics biblical prophecy the darkness of the
human heart and the challenge of faith in the face of
disillusionment and pain this book will challenge the reader
s belief system and insure that the reader will never look at
the mid east situation in quite the same light ever again

Chronicles of the End Times
2024-06-06

this book offers the ultimate collection of questions and
model answers for zimsec a level exams inside you ll find
detailed syllabus review notes practice exercises and
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invaluable insights from examiners including tips and common
mistakes to avoid with dedicated use of this resource success
is assured making a grade a highly attainable

Family And Religious Studies A-Level
(ZIMSEC) Past Exam Questions and Model
Answers
2021-08-05

the second coming is perhaps the most confusing controversial
and contentious of biblical doctrines in the lost message of
the end times ian miller guides the reader through the many
old and new testament prophecies that speak of jesus s return
as he does so he brings their powerful hope filled faith
inspiring and life changing message to life with clear and
easily understood explanations this book will show you how
the scriptures reveal a world of promise not fear a kingdom
present not to come and the powerful bride as she is not one
that needs to be raptured away

The Lost Message of the End Times
2016-12-06

the dramatic shifts seen over the last few years from
economic to political to moral to beyond have set the stage
for a crisis that will affect every sphere of society but
this crisis isn t just looming in the united states all of
humanity is at a crossroads like never before mike bickle
director of the international house of prayer of kansas city
offers god s definitive answer to this approaching global
crisis he provides a fresh biblical perspective on the agenda
to secularize and de christianize america what the upsurge of
secular humanism looks like the rise of isis and islamic
extremists the looming financial crisis readers will overcome
fear and confusion in the last days and learn to pray
effectively for this nation and the world
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God's Answer to the Growing Crisis
2006-09-19

almost 2 000 years ago jesus offered to israel not only
spiritual salvation but political and physical salvation as
well this offer was made with one crucial requirement or
condition which israel failed to meet just before jesus
second coming israel will fulfill this condition and the
offer will be received why did jesus conceal and try to hush
up some of his miracles why did jesus command the disciples
to tell no one that he was the christ why was jerusalem and
its temple destroyed in 70 a d and will the temple be rebuilt
will there be a forerunner like john the baptist who prepares
the way for jesus second coming in the end times how will the
nation of israel come to believe in jesus what will it be
like for christians to live and rule with jesus on the earth
these questions and many more are answered in the offer lance
clippinger demonstrates that if we understand what jesus
offered israel many of our questions about the bible jesus
the time we live in and the future of our world will be
answered

The Offer
2019-03-01

engaging answers to common questions on the history beliefs
practices and what it means to be a christian what does it
mean to be a christian what is the core of the faith what
does it mean to follow the gospel what is the significance of
the rites rituals and symbols of christianity such as baptism
and the crucifix who was jesus christ and what was his life
like how did christianity start spread and grow what are the
differences and similarities between roman catholicism
eastern orthodoxy and protestantism how did christianity
influence art architecture music and movies the handy
christianity answer book provides detailed descriptions of
the teachings of jesus christian beliefs about jesus
ceremonies symbols rituals observations customs leaders and
organization of the world s largest religion it clearly and
eloquently explains how different christians think and delves
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into the richness of the christian tradition this engaging
user friendly primer looks at the significance of the bible
jesus the apostles the trinity the eucharist historical
schisms divisions among different denominations worship
sacraments prayer and much more this important reference
answers nearly 900 questions and offers fun facts that cover
christian history religious practices and cultural
perspectives including who is a christian why are there so
many different kinds of christians do the dead sea scrolls
tell us anything about jesus what language did jesus speak
what are the last words spoken by jesus what is the style of
the teachings of jesus what did jesus say about loving one s
enemies did jesus have brothers who was john the baptist what
are the basic beliefs of mainline christians what is the
nicene creed what does jesus have to do with the way our
years are numbered what is the christian belief in an
immortal soul is heaven up and hell down are there other
kinds of angels besides angels and archangels what is the
devil what were the crusades what was the black death who was
joan of arc why is martin luther so important what was henry
viii of england s role in changing christianity what is the
salvation army who was pere jacques marquette what are the
gothic cathedrals why was the artist michelangelo important
to christians why do most churches have organs what is the
earliest major film about jesus what are the catholic
sacraments what is the jesus seminar what is the largest
statue of jesus what is the story behind our lady of
guadalupe this information rich book also provides a historic
timeline a glossary of commonly used terms and a bibliography
help further exploration of the world s largest religion a
perfect companion for anyone seeking a better understanding
of christianity

The Handy Christianity Answer Book
2022-10-17

when we receive the key to biblical eschatology a whole new
world opens up to us the scales fall from our eyes and we see
christ his covenant his kingdom and his people in all
scripture in the great end time debate dean davis offers us
the key simon wartanian for the last 150 years the
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evangelical church has been embroiled in a great debate about
eschatology about the true shape of salvation history and
about god s plan for the consummation of all things at the
return of christ in this book retired pastor and author dean
davis seeks to resolve that debate once and for all he begins
at the beginning asking how it got started and what keeps it
going he answers by suggesting that we have failed to listen
to god s son who alone can guide us into all truth including
eschatological truth making that commitment afresh and
therefore anchoring to the new testament davis invites us on
a rich theological journey with christ in which we listen to
the lord on the four underlying issues of the great end time
debate the kingdom of god the interpretation of old testament
kingdom prophecy the meaning of the millennium and the
consummation of all things the journey is no cakewalk for
along the way we must earnestly wrestle with complex issues
and honestly consider competing options but the prize ever
beckons a final ascent to the highest peak of all the peak
where the high king of heaven grants his beloved bride a
fresh vision of her blessed hope and the winner of the great
end time debate

The Great End Time Debate
1997-03

a compilation of joe celko s trickiest puzzles from his
columns in dbms and database programming design magazines
these pages include never before published puzzles and a
variety of solutions in his usual entertaining and
informative style celko uses his puzzles to teach readers to
write non procedural programs and to introduce new methods
and practical useful applications of sql implementation

Joe Celko's SQL Puzzles and Answers
2009-11

do we have terrorists today yes we do can we identify them
yes we can are there political and religious terrorists today
yes there are where can we find them today over the world and
in every nation do we have terrorists on the mission field
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yes we do what are some of their actions so we may identify
them they burn churches and homes of christians they kill
whole congregations and they behead children going to and
from school they kill and imprison pastors and christian
leaders what recourse do the christians have until now they
have been told to endure for god will avenge but i say no you
have the power to stop this foolishness in its tracks they
can receive and believe the word so that these terrorists
become christians just as saul became paul and the syrian
army became friendly with israel this is a believing god
thing not a man thing in some nations of the world like in
central asia there are over 4 billion lost souls the
percentage of evangelical christians among all of them is
less than 5 jesus as we all know is coming soon how are we to
reach these before he comes god s answer to 21st century
terrorists is a memorable account of a fresh historical
perspective with unforgettable characters and with a touch of
the supernatural the apostle paul was a first century
terrorist killing and imprisoning christians the lord jesus
christ head of the church gave us an object lesson on how to
win the terrorist we need to use his plan today too many
christians are being slaughtered their churches burned and
whole congregations are threatened with violence

God's Answer to 21st Century Terrorists
2010-05-12

find out what mark hitchcock means when he says there is an
antichrist alive today right now in this generation easy to
read and biblically solid hitchcock s fascinating resource
illuminates what the bible says about the antichrist and
explains how the prophecies about him strikingly foreshadow
today s events 1 the rise of the european union 2 the peace
process in israel 3 the rush toward globalization 4 the
technology and desire for a worldwide identification system 5
the movement to rebuild the temple in jerusalem

Is the Antichrist Alive Today?
2010-06-16
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two days before he died jesus gave his closest followers a
sweeping panorama of earth s final days responding to
questions about the end times jesus great speech on the mount
of olives described the tribulation and his second coming and
offered several famous parables of practical application for
the disciples in a powerful indication of his priorities
jesus devoted twice as much time to telling his followers how
to live in light of his return as he did to describing the
actual event readers will be inspired and equipped to live
faithfully in expectation of christ s coming

What Jesus Says about Earth's Final Days
2014-10-06

they appear only briefly in scripture but in recent years the
nephilim have been the subject of much debate among both
christians and the secular world join researcher steve mcgee
as he takes you on a journey to eternity past and to the very
creation of good and evil onward to the world of antiquity
and the most controversial scriptures in the entire
biblegenesis chapter 6 explore the land of canaan and the
evil residents determined to destroy gods people and plan the
giants of the old testament leaving no stone unturned steve
mcgee explores all theories relating to these mythical giant
tyrants known as the nephilim will they return during earths
last days and what about the modern connection between the
nephilim and the ufo phenomenon using a face value
interpretation of scripture with logic and even humor this
concise book is a must read for anyone interested in gaining
incredible insights into the age old battle between jesus
christ and satan

The Nephilim Question: Biblical Answers
2004-05-01

in the new christianity 101 series bruce bickel and stan
jantz provide their easy to understand explanations about
facets of the christian walk in a style that invites
believers and seekers to discover god his word and his
promises for daily living this book is brimming with joy
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readers of all backgrounds will love the inspiring
descriptions of god s nature his personality and his
activities curious inquirers and earnest seekers will find
straightforward responses to essential questions about god
eternity where did god come from the trinity is god three
people or is he one the bible did god really communicate his
own thoughts to us perfect for personal study or group use
formerly titled bruce stan s guide to god

Knowing God 101
2009-04-01

bruce bickel and stan jantz the coauthor team of the
christianity 101 series have written more than 20 books
exploring important beliefs and questions of the christian
faith in response hundreds of readers have asked them tough
questions about life and living the christian faith now this
duo shares their answers to more than 200 of those questions
including why is grace important if we believe we are always
saved what happens when we die is christ the only way to
salvation what about other religions how can we know there is
a god is the bible true readers will appreciate the
authenticity and depth of the questions and the clear
biblical answers that offer substance and sustenance for the
faith journey rerelease of bible answers for life s big
questions

Bible Answers 101
2011-10-21

our theology does not exist in a vacuum but must relate to
the world we inhabit and must influence our moral and ethical
actions this is especially true when discussing theology of
the land in the context of a violent territorial conflict the
holy land has seen so much bloodshed that the earth itself is
crying out to god the chapters presented in this book form a
unique collection of voices speaking from different
perspectives on the issue of the theology of the land these
voices include messianic jewish and palestinian christian
theologians and scholars who live in the holy land as well as
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others from around the world the various chapters reflect a
wide spectrum of opinion and reveal how much disagreement
still exists among followers of christ however the dialogue
generated by having these opposing voices side by side
speaking to each other rather than past each other is
encouraging this book is both challenging and inspirational
and contributes in an innovative way to this important
discussion

The Land Cries Out
2018-09-18

celebrate the incredible life wisdom and legacy of billy
graham filled with timeless inspiration and beloved stories
from the life of america s most celebrated evangelical leader
in his own words pays tribute to the life lessons and legacy
of billy graham through his classic quotes the scriptures he
loved most and inspirational reflections from his trusted
friend and writing partner bestselling author jerry jenkins
you ll discover the true spirit and heart of this powerful
man of faith and how you can begin to build a foundation of
such faith in your own life a perfect gift for anyone whose
life has been profoundly touched by the power and passion of
billy graham in his own words is a treasured tribute to this
unforgettable man

In His Own Words
2014-03-24

get more from the bible the bible is a beloved text owned by
nearly all americans it s probably on your reading list but
it can be a daunting work to master the handy bible answer
book illuminates the secrets and reveals the wisdom of the
bible through easy to understand explanations to common
questions this book examines story by story the origins and
history of the meanings of chapters verses and parables
offering enlightening explanations and defining key terms
people places and events this user friendly guide is for
anyone interested in learning more about the bible it brings
context to readers by answering more than 1 700 commonly
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asked questions about the good book including how has
archeology contributed to understanding the bible what are
some of the most notable bible translations through the ages
what was the day of atonement how did gideon obey god s call
according to peter what was the benefit of faith what is the
apocrypha this comprehensive resource provides concise
straightforward information drawing from five different
translations of the bible and other sources it s designed to
let even casual readers dig deeply into the bible it helps
bring the good book s parables stories history and power to
your life

The Handy Bible Answer Book
2020-03-01

we hear and say short christian clichés all the time such as
jesus was a social justice warrior just have faith and it s
not my place to judge these trite statements often go
unquestioned sometimes they even substitute for truth leading
to a fragile and shallow faith but what if a close study of
these clichés could lead us to deep biblical truth in
unquestioned answers dr jeff myers rethinks ten popular
christian clichés through an in depth and fresh look myers
shares insights into these overused statements to strengthen
readers faith and encourage them to share jesus with others
walk with myers on a path to biblical truth as he explores
critical topics such as social justice faith sin loving
others god s goodness prayer and more

Unquestioned Answers
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